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ABSTRACT 
We rule out the infinite series of feasible intersection array f ~(2 EL + 0, ( CL - 
lX2p + 0, p2, p; 1, /4 /.dp - 0, p(2p + 0, P 2 2. 
The main goal of this note is to give better lower bounds on the 
multiplicity of eigenvalues in a distance-regular graph. All necessary defini- 
tions tan be found in Brouwer, Cohen, and Neumaier [l] and in Godsil [2], 
most of them in [l, Section 4.41. For a given eigenvalue 8 of a distance-regu- 
lar graphr, the array u,,, . . . , ud is the Standard array for this eigenvalue and - - 
the vector X is the Standard representation for a vertex X. Then ( X, y > = ui 
if d( x, y > = i. By 8,, we denote the second largest eigenvalue of r azd by 0, 
the smallest. Let 8 be an eigenvalue of IY. Let A 2 VP. Then ( A) is the 
vector space spanned by {üla E A}. 
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LEMMA 1. Let r be a distance-regular graph and 8 an eigenvalue of r 
with multiplicity f. Let x be a vertex of r. Let ad = 0. Then f > dim(l?(x)) 
+ dim(u - ü]u,v E r&)). 
Proof. Let u E T(x) and vl, v2 E &(& Then d(u, vi> = d(u, v,) = d 
- 1, so ii is orthogonal to < - g. ??
The proof of Theorem 4.4.4 in [l] Shows the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2 (Terwilliger [4]). Let r b e a distance-regular graph with 
eigenvalue 13. Zf dim( I’(x)) < k f or some vertex x, then 8 E {tI,, 0,). Fur- 
thernwre 8 + 1 is an integer dividing b,, or 8, + 1 and 6, + 1 are conjugate 
algebraic integers dividing b 1. 
As a consequence of Lemma 1 and Theorem 2, we have the following 
theorem of Godsil and Hensel [3]. 
THEOREM 3 (Godsil and Hensel 131). Let r be a distance-regular 
antipodal r-cover with eigenvalue 8 of multiplicity f and let u0 # ud. Then 
f > k + r - 2, or 8 E {O,, 8,) and either 8 + 1 is an integer dividing b,, or 
e1 + 1 and 6, + 1 are conjugate algebraic integers dividing b,. 
Another consequence is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let r be a distance-regular graph with ad = 0. Let 8 be 
an eigenvalue of r with multiplicity f. Suppose that the Standard ar-ray 
belonging to 8 satisfies us # U. # Ud. Thenf > k + bd_l - 1 O?- 6 E Io,, ed) 
and either tI + 1 is an integer diuiding b,, or 0, + 1 and ed + 1 are 
conjugate algebraic integers dividing b 1. 
Proof. Let x, y be vertices of r at distance d - 1. Let A := rd(r) n 
r(y). if a, b E A, a z b, then d(a, b) = 2. Now it is easy to see that 
dim(Z - b]a, b E A) = bd_ 1 - 1. Th e result follows now directly from 
Lemma 1 and Theorem 2. ??
This last theorem rules out the infinite series of feasible intersection 
arrays for primitive distance-regular graphs of diameter 4, 
(U(2P + L), (P - 1)(2P + l), P2, P; 1, /J, P( I_L - L>> cL(2P + 1>}> 
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with an eigenvalue ~(1 + dm) of multiplicity ~(2p + 1). It is straight- 
forward to see that (( p - 1x2~ + l))/(l + /.A + /.~dm) is not an 
algebraic integer: Using the fact that the product and the sum of two 
algebraic integers are algebraic integers, the assumption that (( /.L - 1x2~ + 
l)/(l + /.L + p{2~ + 2 > is an algebraic integer implies that 2/( p + 1) is 
an algebraic integer, which is only true for p = 1. 
REMARKS. (i> Had distance-regular graphs with these arrays existed, they 
would have possessed two P-polynomial and two Q-polynomial structures. 
(ii) On page 247 of Brouwer, Cohen, and Neumaier, [l], the authors 
conjecture that Q-polynomial distance-regular graphs have at most two 
Q-polynomial structures and that all eigenvalues are integral if the diameter is 
greater than or equal to 3, and not 4. The reason that the case diameter 4 was 
excluded is the above series of intersection arrays. 
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